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hat did people outside the United States think about the Republic during 
its first decades? Who represented the new nation on what contemporaries 
already referred to as the world’s ‘stage’? Of course there was George 

Washington, whom even the British upper class could admire and whose grim-faced 
likeness spread by way of cheap prints and engravings all over the globe. Of course 
there were the revolutionary-era documents from the 1770s and 1780s, which everyone 
from enslaved Africans in the West Indies to liberal aristocrats in France could turn to 
their own purposes. And of course there were dozens of diplomats and hundreds of 
consuls who oversaw the Republic’s overseas relations from offices abroad.  
 
But as Brian Rouleau points out, by far the largest group of overseas Americans were 
sailors. The early United States had a second-tier navy but an enormous merchant 
marine, and its clippers, sloops, and whalers could be found in all oceans and every 
port. Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, obscure mariners working 
aboard non-naval but flag-bearing ships were “ambassadors in the forecastle” (504), 
self-conscious representatives of the Republic abroad. Rouleau illustrates this vital fact 
with engaging prose and prodigious research. His footnotes testify to the painstaking 
work he has done in consular and diplomatic archives, which he supplements with 
published memoirs and a huge array of secondary materials. The result is a 
memorable social history of nineteenth-century sailors and the foreign relations they 
both established and disrupted. 
 
Instead of ‘memorable,’ many consuls, diplomats, and other notables would have used 
the term ‘lamentable’ while describing maritime culture. For Rouleau’s sailors were a 
truculent lot. In 1852 several thousand of them marched through the streets of 
Honolulu, demanding the head of a constabulary who had killed one of their own. The 
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city’s native authorities and white elites worried that Honolulu would burn that night, 
and the incident apparently pushed the Hawaiian monarchy to seek closer ties with 
the British and later Japanese. In 1853, sailors roamed around Macao in search of 
Chinese to harangue; one of their shipmates noted that they had left their ship in “‘a 
very musical patriotic pugalistic frame of mind’” (509). And in rowdy hotels from 
Australia to Japan, American sailors routinely exchanged blows with their British 
counterparts, again in self-conscious defense of their country’s reputation.  
 
While offering us a rich description of the mariners, Rouleau advances two arguments 
about their behavior and the reactions it provoked. “[W]hat many sailors from the 
United States proved unable to endure,” he notes, “was their travel to locales where 
nonwhite peoples possessed measureable authority” (509). In many of the cases that 
Rouleau has uncovered, white American sailors felt insufficiently respected by 
Chinese, Hawaiians, or any number of people they described as “‘niggers’” and then 
used fists or clubs to rectify matters (510). They were more racial nationalists than 
alienated proletarians. Indeed, they did as much to export notions of Anglo-American 
superiority as anyone in the State Department or White House. 
 
Especially in the wake of the Protestant revivals of the 1820s and 1830s, sailors’ rough-
and-tumble ways also occasioned a coherent reform movement. Consuls and 
missionaries cooperated to distribute Bibles to mariners while warning them not to 
sully the Republic’s reputation or endanger its commercial ties. In places like 
Honolulu they installed quasi-puritanical rules against drinking and other diversions. 
Ingeniously and convincingly, Rouleau sees this as an international or diplomatic no 
less than a domestic project, one that sailors clearly resented. Do-gooder missionaries 
reminded them of the stifling hierarchies they had left behind in Boston or New York, 
if not the diminishing prospects for household independence in an industrializing 
economy.  
 
Rouleau’s work brilliantly compliments recent studies of maritime culture during the 
Revolution and of the conflicting models of manhood that developed thereafter.1  His 
sailors cherished personal freedom no less than racial privilege, and indeed the two 
reinforced each other during their violent encounters with racial and national others. 
Their detractors, on the other hand, identified freedom as the reward of self-control, 
which they imagined Anglo-Saxons to be especially good at. Hence the need to 
discipline and punish the maritime masses: “A strange contradiction allowed the 
nation to release upon the world a group of men primed to perceive themselves as 
superior to uncivilized peoples yet simultaneously legislate a consular service into 
existence that punished assertions of that very same racial nationalism” (521).   

1 Paul A. Gilje, Liberty on the Waterfront: American Maritime Culture in the Age of Revolution 
(Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004); Amy S. Greenberg, Manifest Manhood and the 
Antebellum American Empire (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
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While inviting us to see America’s image in the world from the impressions America’s 
sailors made, Rouleau portrays those men with great care and sensitivity. They were 
simultaneously racists and egalitarians, employees and rebels, imperialists and 
trouble-makers. They also seem to have been perfectly aware that the country on 
whose behalf they so often brawled around the globe might have little use for them 
when they returned. And as the United States industrialized, its overseas merchants 
indeed capitalized on the commercial networks that generations of sailors had already 
built while hiring fewer of those sailors. “Working American men began to vanish 
from the wider world,” Rouleau concludes, “riveted instead to factory floors, stripped 
of the economic means to travel” (524). Globe-trotting became a game for the well-to-
do, who were anxious to show Europeans (if not Africans or Asians) that not all 
Americans were uncultured hooligans. 
 
In taking sailors’ words and actions seriously rather than repeating what their 
disapproving successors said about them, Rouleau has made a real contribution—to 
many fields. I can as easily imagine this article in a class on American race or class 
relations as on U.S. foreign policy or international affairs. I wonder, though, if he 
might have done more to connect the sailors’nationalist pride to particular 
developments in American foreign policy and domestic politics, rather than to white 
nationalism more generally. This is turn might have tightened the chronological 
sweep of the story. With a few exceptions, the racially-charged incidents he cites 
happened after the 1830s. If indeed we take those encounters as more than 
rowdiness—and Rouleau has shown that we should—then we should ask what was 
happening in American seaports and in the Republic at large that encouraged so many 
sailors to enforce racial hierarchies and avenge national slights the world over. 
 
The race-based nationalism of antebellum America is undoubtedly the short and 
general answer. The 1820s and 1830s brought a second wave of state constitutional 
conventions, and from Tennessee to New York they dis-enfranchised black voters 
while lowering or abolishing property qualifications for white ones. Poorer white men 
of the kind that manned ships were thus among the biggest winners of a major 
revision of the American electorate, one that coincided with the spread of evangelical 
reformism and efforts to ‘civilize’ those same men. From 1833 to 1838, moreover, all of 
the major seaports (and plenty of smaller towns and villages, too) witnessed large-
scale, semi-organized rioting against black-owned stores, homes, and churches, along 
with violent attacks on abolitionists and the mixed-race milieus they sponsored. This 
in turn prompted a wide range of upstanding men-on-the-make like Abraham Lincoln 
to decry the collapse of law and order and the ascent of democratic mobs.2 

2 Lacy K. Ford, Jr. “Making the ‘White Man’s Country’ White: Race, Slavery, and State-
Building in the Early Republic,” Journal of the Early Republic, 19 (Winter, 1999): 713-37; David 
Grimsted, “Rioting in its Jacksonian Setting,” American Historical Review, 77 (April 1972): 361-97.  
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In other words, the sailors who beat up natives and intimidated local officials came 
not just from a nation steeped in white privilege. They came from a society in deep 
conflict over what that privilege meant and for whom. Did the ‘rule of the majority’ 
and the ‘sovereignty of the people’ authorize the majority of white city-dwellers who 
were disgusted by mixed-race couples to burn lecture halls where such couples could 
be found, as a huge crowd of Philadelphians did in 1838? Did white men’s equality as 
articulated in new state constitutions mean that those who advocated black equality—
or, at least, the end of slavery—were not actually citizens, and thus not deserving of 
legal protection? And with the world’s leading naval and maritime power committed 
to abolition as of the mid-1830s, how could the slave-holding Republic defend itself 
along ocean routes and in distant ports where the British flag was omnipresent? 
 
If antebellum sailors did not grapple with these questions openly or explicitly, they 
could still point to ascendant elements in American politics and policy that assigned 
them a special role in defending national honor and advancing national glory. The key 
figure here was Andrew Jackson, who was President from 1829 to 1837 and whose 
‘Democracy’ went on to battle the Whig Party for the next two decades. Of course he 
had become a national hero during the War of 1812, one of whose major rallying cries 
was ‘sailors’ rights’ against British regulations and impressments. Throughout that 
conflict, Jackson linked the fate of sailors with that of frontiersmen and berated the 
central government’s failure to protect—that is, to avenge—these two categories of 
citizen. Free-born Americans, Jackson proclaimed in early 1812, could go wherever 
they wanted in pursuit of business. Their rights were not delimited by American 
territory. And any restriction on their movements, be it in the form of a federal Indian 
agent enforcing treaty lines or a British cruiser looking for new recruits, was nothing 
less than ‘slavery.’3   
This was more than gusto or ego. Jackson believed not only in citizens’ unlimited 
rights to trade and travel but also in the government’s duty to retaliate for any injuries 
they might suffer abroad. For him this was a matter of honor, which he described as 
equally distributed in all the white people who were loyal to the U.S. Constitution. For 
him it was also a matter of safety, which he imagined as perpetually threatened by 
monstrous foes: British tyrants, Indian ‘savages,’ and rebellious slaves. Moreover, his 
views on these matters were widely known when he was elected President—far more 
so than his opinions on political economy, federalism, and other hum-drum matters 
of administering a country.  
 
Beating up Chileans in 1854 had been “‘necessary,’” one sailor noted in his journal, 
because only by asserting their physical superiority could Americans “‘g[et] their name 
up.’” The next time the Stars and Stripes pulled into harbor, he told himself, “‘we will 

3 Paul A. Gilje, Free Trade and Sailors’ Rights in the War of 1812 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2013).  
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immediately be recognized’” (507). Jackson and Jacksonians repeatedly made the same 
point. For example, when the President learned in 1831 that three American sailors had 
been killed by locals along the pepper coast of northwesternSumatra,he sent the 
U.S.S. Potomac to obtain redress one way or another. Its commander used a 
detachment of Marines and the frigate’s guns to reduce much of the village of Kuala 
Batu to ashes in February 1832. Both Jackson and his close advisors were upset by the 
Commander’s trigger-happy approach and reports of many women and children 
among the 100 or so dead bodies, but in addressing Congress that December the 
President proudly reported that this “chastisement” would mean “an increased respect 
for our flag in those distant seas and additional security for our commerce.” 4 
 
So while evangelical reformers and various officials were eager to discipline the 
rowdies, if only to ensure business-as-usual in overseas markets, other American 
authorities explicitly promised to back them up with all the force the Republic could 
project. Although voting patterns in antebellum America are easier to debate than 
confirm, it appears that the mariners reciprocated by cheering on Jackson and turning 
out for his ‘Democracy.’ They certainly reproduced the national self-concept that the 
President embodied. Here again, Rouleau’s larger point holds: nationalism is not just 
made in reference to outsiders, but by those who live, work, and fight outside the 
nation. 
 
J.M. Opal is the author of “General Jackson’s Passports: Natural Rights and Sovereign 
Citizens in the Political Thought of Andrew Jackson, 1780s-1820s,” Studies in American 
Political Development, 27 (October 2013): 69-85 and “The Republic in the World,” in 
Edward G. Gray and Jane Kamensky, ed. The Oxford Handbook of the American 
Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013): 595-611. He is finishing a 
manuscript with Oxford University Press entitled Avenging the People: Andrew Jackson 
and the Ordeal of American Nationhood, 1760s-1830s. 
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4 David F. Long, “‘Martial Thunder’: The First Official American Armed Intervention in Asia,” 
Pacific Historical Review, 42 (May 1973): 158 (Jackson quote) and 143-62. Estimates of how many Malays 
died in the two-day attack ranged from 150 or more to 60. See also John M. Belohlavek, “Let the Eagle 
Soar”: The Foreign Policy of Andrew Jackson (Lincoln: The University of Nebraska Press, 1985). 
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